This is a ...........
Student Response
Adapting to Change
YEA Members!

Pick up your phone!
Everyone has a ‘Slide Rule’
The Power of Adapting

It is in the power of adapting that lives, organizations and communities are transformed.
The Power of Adapting

Our ability to shape tomorrow is borne out of willingness to adapt today.
2016-2017 Society Theme

adapt today to shape tomorrow
Creating Our Future

Adapt ASHRAE resources to develop the visionaries of tomorrow
Creating Our Future

Initiative #1
Launch an ‘ASHRAE
University’ educational
platform
Creating Our Future

Initiative #2

Implement new courses, endorsements and certificates

Consulting Engineering Essentials Course
Creating Our Future

Initiative #3
Develop and implement an internship program
The Power of Internships

• 95% of all employers are looking for experience
• 85% of offers made to an intern are accepted
ASHRAE Membership

Why I joined ASHRAE
How Do We Shape Tomorrow?

Create a future where ‘You need to be in the room’
Creating Our Future

Adapt ASHRAE investments to energize chapters and engage members
Creating Our Future

Initiative #1
Create a Chapter Opportunity Fund
Creating Our Future

Initiative #2
Form a Leadership Academy
Creating Our Future

Initiative #3

Adapt Building EQ for use by student branches
ASHRAE Technology

The fear of the unknown
How Do We Shape Tomorrow?

Create a future where we can ‘let go’ and adapt
Creating Our Future

Adapt ASHRAE technology to produce an immediate, direct benefit to members and society.
Initiative #1
Create a technology portal linking ASHRAE technical content to members
Creating Our Future

Initiative #2

Develop application guides written specifically for practicing professionals
Creating Our Future

Initiative #3

Expand our app portfolio giving members direct, immediate access to ASHRAE applications
Adapt Today to Shape Tomorrow

• So, what can you do?
Adapt Today to Shape Tomorrow

• The greater risk
The greatest risk we face is our resistance to change
adapt today to shape tomorrow